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Michael O'Neil 

THE RITUAL 

Doom 
Drumbeats rhythmic, soul distressed 
Sweat, toiled bells, against one flesh 
Doom 
Observed from without to within to within 
Thoughts of forgotten time, I am, I begin 
Doom 
A semi-circle, chants, flickered the lifeless tree aglow 
Dance, desire her pretty mask red as fear's choleric flow 

Doom 
In left hand grasped the ticking tock, opposed 
A tiny star, wise, in right hand composed 
Doom 
Figure framed of a firefly tantrum 
Sits flooded under its darker spectrum 
Doom 
Alone, empty, grasping, clinging, escape, afraid 
In the singular light through the singular shade 

Doom 
Masks drop off giving way to stone wholeness 
Screams and tears, through breath, past darkness 

Doom 
Beyond lightness. 
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Matthew Roehm 

ICE 

like amethyst urgings 
the play in the eye of a child 

for three calls of a hunting horn 
for a mother in the snow 

light packs on the wolves 
and the falling cliffs, stone, 

cracks in the chimney-pot 
while the stirred lemmings fall 

if the cold ate for a thousand days, 
they would still be 
laughing. 
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Matthew Roehm 

PROGRESS 

tracing ambiguity 
tracing the bounds of reason 

waking revenants 
finding treason in a cup of tea, betrayed by caffeineation 

race relations plummet into 
philosophies of aliens and selves, 

water fountains now forgotten 
and I never found it simple to love 
I never found much of anything at all 

holding children's curly hair 
slave's locks on barbers' floors 

no more; assassinating characters, 
not men; and still my friends 

are all one color, more or less 
and I never found it simple to love 
I never found anything easy 

calm and peace and notions 
so beguiling. Testifying 

"I can't define them, sir" 
I cannot speak of the unknown 

No one owns a quiet place 
and I never found it simple to love 
I never found any effort in me 

soliloquies abound and unwind 
'fore empty seats, treats, gifts, 

favors to the read who believe 
words arranged in ordered pages 

meshing in the crossword grid 
and I never found it simple to love 
I never found my beginning 

anger not aligned, carelessly refined 
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Matthew Roehm 

"AND" 

sometimes 

when women and old men look the same at a distance, 
while various witches lock their guests, entranced, 
what wild courage loops the heart 

ties strings: 
A man to a table, 
A mind to a page, 
A heart, immobile. 

Bounded rationality 
bounded sheets; 

The courage to say no to dreams, closeness, her 
and yes 
to a book 
and a pen 

and 
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Jude Stewart 

"For the love of conceit, for the reverence of art, for the exultation of 

creation, the writer again condescends to the word game, and writes." 

I. Prelude, 
& Afterword 
(A suspend¬ 
ed state be¬ 
tween works.) 

I knit the world herein, from a rocking chair 
I am benign, facing my gentle splendor 
Everything I say is a direct quote of me. 

II. Inspiration Can I devour you yet? (Ha—mind me not; 
Your permission is within my grip and sphere.) 
I tear a strip of your innards and plaster it, squarely, 
about my pinky. There now. 

III. Writing Do you care to dance, m'dear? 
Your hands sweat through my dandy, white gloves. 
Your Partner? I, I am All. I care not for you, 
but, for tonight, you still me. An instant, is all. 

IV. The 
Final 
Creation 

I have procured a square of your soul's seamed bottom, 
(and damn nice of me to tell you that, too, missy) 
I can claim my stake of you, and you will breathe on in 

my collection. 

There now, I think, as I staple you in, evenly. 

Everything I say is a direct quote of me. 
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Curt Beech 

BILL 

They are his principal financiers 
(His Saab was a signing bonus) 

Accruing no interest on his behalf 
Live lives far too taxing to notice 

Give no credit if credit is due 
In semi-annual statements. 

In charge of their charge, conversing at speeds 
Which they, the controllers, the rates set. 

Loan him only what they can afford 
In order to keep their balance 

Investing in him, appropriate sums 
To keep an account of his talents; 

And when they wanted to pawn him off 
Deposits were not infrequent 

His early withdrawal was their penalty 
And that is why this Bill's delinquent. 
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Mehera Dennison 

oh man 

so what if i'm attracted like a moth 
to the tall flame burning breathing at the top 
of this emptied cheap champagne bottle 

what if i find myself focusing on this flame 
even when the music's over; 
dylan's done lamenting love 

i've watched the orange of this halloween 
candle spill over the gray which fell 
over the pink, now faint, my first attempt 

i wait for the wick to drop 
fall through the bottle perhaps to catch 
a bit of unbumed alcohol brightly for a moment 

i've stared through the distortion of this bottle 
to gaze at you, but the bottle's empty 
and the wick expires in a puff of smoke, like everything 
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Mehera Dennison 

author 

my need is to manipulate, 
is to make, yes, somehow create 
with just one word a world for you, 

like a poet would, 
i want to weave this word, working 
to entangle you, pretending 
to enrapture you, when all the 

while it is a web 
so obvious, but hidden like 
a metaphor, meaning much more 
to me undiscovered by you 

for now, this is love: 
these are your shoes by my unmade 
bed, these are my fingers feeling 
your uncombed hair, and this is where 

where poetry fails- 
assonanace, alliteration 
have not the power here of some 
loose allusion to the one word 

i will never write- 
(once again) love (i lied) i'll lie, 
to myself, this is, while fighting 
to deny it to you through this 

poem of just us. 
structure of a relationship 
depends, i decide, on timing, 
on rhyming some sweet scenes to you 

til analysis 
opens your eyes to my lying 
construction of us, mismetered 
and void of meaning, though clever, 

it was never Love, 
our last stanza is no kiss but 
a deconstruction deciphered 
by you who finally see i'm 

only narrating. 
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Jeremy Goldstein 

REQUIEM FOR THE SEXES 

I'm so sad, 
nobody likes 
nobody anymore 

Misogynist man-hater 
walks to the road. 
"It's a wonder we still exist" 
Like fear of snake and fruit, 
the human cringes from the free love 
form of sweat. 

I'm so sad 
nobody likes 
nobody anymore 

I open my head to 
rain new water 
on an old fire. 

We don't get along like 
yin and yang; gin and tang. 

and 
I'm so sad 
nobody likes 
nobody anymore. 
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Ben Young 

A CONVERSATION WITH MY POETRY CLASS 

I'll attempt to describe 
the simplest pose 
the slightest conditioning 
a force both near and far 

both deep and wide 
between nothing... 

its just too hard. 
Fuck it. 
I lay my lowest card. 

the threatening distinctions 
give way beneath the dream 
the rambling road denies the load 
and stutters 

and comes apart at the seams 
isn't that the simplest dream? 
isn't that the life we know 
a patchwork of mingling family trees 
stretching at the seam 

reconciliation 
oh my soul 
heartgrown mustering 
apelike and blown 
and intense beginnings 
and logical frays 

the dripping hot zebra 
rests in between roads 

and nobody knows 
the card that he lays... 

there lie the quickest of our roads 
in the comers of our hands 
in the crumbling of our lands 
in the slouching son of man 

gimme some yo whippin boy 
I've rested to this day 
holding hands we traumatize 
and fester to dismay 

and in the Dorsoduro 
there is a ponte that used to speak 
of waters it had run through 
some shallow- some were deep 
sinking into her drunken dirge 
I kiss the bridge goodbye 

the bridge of London, fallen bridge 
or sighs 

I repossess your broken seams 
I'm candid in my lie... 
and so Brazil 
and so Brazil 
and so Brazil 

HYPNOTEYES 
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Margaret Sullivan 

ABORTION 

Stars melt 
In their own magma 
Flowers shrivel 
In their own bloom 
Rivers drain 
In their own flow. 
Morning, 
Mourning. 
The sun rises. 
The sun sets. 
And in a wicked instant 
A mother swallows 
Her young. 
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leff Miller 

"L'ANSE AUX INDIENS A PORT-AU-SAUMON" 
(INDIAN COVE AT PORT SALMON) 

ONE A.M. 
I 

guided by torchlight 
a figure descends 
to the shore 
whispering reverently 
to the first of the catch 
giving his thanks for her 
gift of flesh 
he sets her on the rock 
and waits 

II 
drowsy on the rock 
I watch the moonlight 
glide and creep upon 
the mounting tide 
rising to receive 
like the Host 
my toes 
mistaken for a salmon 
whose bones 
will tell her brother 
of her preferential treatment 
in the bellies 
of a people 
vanished 
long ago 
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Mark Hall 

HEAT HUSHES THE MOOD 

Anger reigns the mute night, lying caustic among the ruins. 
Ready to be martyred. Backs like bookends fort the quiet 
That gaps us in this night struck dumb by cramping 
Hearts. We lie seething our enemies that bloom 

Hate-high across the warring bed and wait for the 
First verb to breathe. Gnawing through this silent solstice 
Cries and want-rage turn on the hinge of my soul 
And my hand reaches to meet her shrug built 

Strong with grudges that are not kind to this night. 
Though our lashes tick secrets that truce the hoary 
Clash. Hammocked arms and quilting hips stow the 
Mad hour, my bruises numb, she shrouds until 
Heat hushes the mood still, our orphan-crept love fostered. 

Calm latches, no drone smuggled but dammed in 
Time's wrought box, and locks the moment earless 
And lipless where no peace halts an anger grown 
Lean and unwavering as we lie, vigilantes. 
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PROGENY 

You are not and nothing more. 
A shadow from my infant brain 
Reminding me you were, though I deny 
Your part in my pulse. 

Your shadow, my totem, kept 
To remember like a relic. 
As if your presence worked grace 
Through my bones. Haunted, 
I have waited for 
The shadow to recognize 
Its shape and fill the husk again. 

But once with wings, the cocoon 
Restricts and dries and wilts 
And no longer is. 

You left me, your shadow 
No longer fits, too many years 
Since you broke the cocoon. 
And I am the echo remaining. 

I have never known you, 
A shadow is a lie. 
I see through you that 
You are nothing 
My father, your absence 
Does not deserve my reckoning. 
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Mark Hall 

END 

Tears on her breast, lactating nipple. 
Weaning tastes of fungi when the last drop 
Holds on to the tongue. 
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Jude Stewart 

(MIND YOU, A TRUE STORY.) 

28 March 1992 
Saturday 
9:09 PM 

I've been staring at my shoe (the right one), and enjoying the aching stretch of 
my hamstring as I bring my foot into view. I have exceedingly long legs. 

It's odd to consider my foot, with its crumpled black canvas skin and living 
flesh skeleton (underneath the shoe), as an object. I lay it slack against the carpet so I 
can feel its weight. Its button-snippy, white-lace eyes are pleading with me. 

As I rotate my calf, it sneers at me: the weak snub of an obvious dependent. 
you can't escape me, I find myself thinking at it. I imagine the thought, a warm bright 
pulse, making the inner journey from mighty medulla to tractable tarsal. I wonder, 
briefly, on the question of my own madness. 

Meanwhile, my father performs his flamingo-chicken dance before the TV— 
he is watching the NCAA tournament; he hops stiffly on one leg during timeouts 
because he, too, was once a player and knows the importance of staying warm between 
shots. The TV, its mute woodgrain sides split with lightning and sound, shouts and 
sweats alongside him. My mother watches him, herself glazed over with viewing 
foulshots and a bland magazine (for the commercials)—glazed, like silent pottery, 
right down to her weary pink-socked foot, arranged on the coffeetable in the same dead 
pose as my foot had been, seconds before I entered the living room. It occurs to me that 
my mother's foot is much more of an object right now than my father's TV. 

Myself, I lean with lungs flush against the doorframe, thinking this and 
breathing the outside air, cold and apple-sweet yet quite empty; then ushering myself 
into a dark car, to seek something outside of here. My father's image is riding, clawlike, 
on my shoulder. 
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Charles Walker 

INVISIBLE TATTOOS AND ULTIMATE HUMILIATION 

Fustian Leg Genoa walked down 53rd between sixth and fifth avenue toward the Museum of 
Modem Art. It was Thursday and after five o'clock so the museum would be free. Fustian 
always liked the MoMA's large, tinted glass windows. They always make it feel as if a groat 
thunder storm was about to break loose. It reminded him of the type of summer thunder 
boomers that quelled any thoughts of beginning to mow the lawn for a while, and more 
importantly it reminded Fustian of childhood days when he would dream of being older, as 
old as he is now perhaps. A sigh hissed between his teeth as he swung the revolving door into 
the bookstore next to the MoMA. His guts relaxed immediately as the exterior view slipped 
into pre-storm, London grey. The potential for something exciting happening was definitely 
swirling in the climate controlled air. Fustian didn't realize why he had decided to hit the 
museum until he found himself in the Russian Supremist's room and he was hit with a yvave 
of recognition—like remembering some old phone number, undialed in over a decade. The 
night before. Fustian—a tall, medium build, dark haired man of twenty years—had dreamed 
of Malevich's supremist composition of a white on white square. He remembered vaguely that 
the image passed through his conscious quickly—who was the man holding it? he did not 
know, right after he dreamed that over thirty volcanos had erupted across the globe in one 
evening. He had been dreaming a great deal about apocalyptic imagery, whether they 
prophesied something personal or something public he, again, did not know. Fustian was 
believing less and less that much was personal anymore. Everything has been shifted into the 
public domain, espeaally now that everybody has portable video cameras. People seem to live 
a dual life—their private and their documented life. It must be noted that Fustian Genoa is a 
recovering cynic, and as such he is likely to lapse into spells of introspection. But at least the 
dream validated his presence at the museum. 

As he lolled about near the large Rothko fuzzy, color plane paintings. Fustian thought 
how he came to museums as much to view other people as to view the works. New York, like 
most big cities, can be a veiy lonely place. People meet and pass continually but never connect. 
Communication is prime stuff in urban life. Creases, wrinkles, and callouses form quickly 
between Battery Park and The Cloisters. Fustian listened to tourists; their conversation can be 
rather amusing—innocent babbling, worshipful awe, bored indifference. Fustian overheard 
a certain conversation at the Uffizi in Florence between an American tourist and her husband: 

"Roger (rah-jah), Roger (rah-jah) come over (o-vah) here!" 
"What is it?" 
"I don't know" 
"Who's it by?" 

"I don't know. But it must be the most important thing here—look at all the people!" 

Fustian and his theory of the Collective Anxiety: "Everyday my guts grow tighter and 
tighter, constricting like shrink wrap. Tension, anxiety, fear all swirl together and mingle 
casually, like vague associations at some benefit cocktail party. Relief is not in sight. It's not 
pain, acute or dull. It's just a pressure around and in my rib cage. I really don't know what I 
think anymore. But I think I have found the root cause of a great deal of the suffering—Oprah 
Winfrey and Phil Donahue and any other talk show host. They stress the importance of people 
getting out all their shame-based emotions and work them out in public. That's fine, but what 
many people do not realize is that with every admission of child molestation another tally is 
added to the Collective Anxiety. In other words, eveiybody comes out with all their 
skeletons—a bone dance of sorts, others begin to feel whole heartedly that everybody. 
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Charles Walker 

^^in8 themselves, are completely fucked in the bean. It's infectious—a physical ailment 
i no physical cure. I don't want to go out; I don't want to do much of anything anymore. 

'Jprah and Phil have killed my enthusiasm and energy. Excitement just means having to eat 
so as to have enough energy to move—pathetic. The problems these various shows address, 
except perhaps the nymphomaniacal transsexuals, have always existed in our history. Only 

sew ^ n0t bon'barded continually by them. I naturally despise anyone who gets on a 
pbox; this is far too political for me to continue. The more I understand, the more lost I know 

am‘ I just get fatter and fatter." 
Fustian rocked back and forth on his feet, slightly tired of standing in front of canvases, 

e took a seat next to an Asian girl in the Monet Water Lily room. Those huge canvases—up 
c ose they really resembled colorful cement. His mind drifted out of the room to the tune of 

°ne favorite fantasies, floating down a stream like an unmoored lily. Fustian always 
panted to build a house in Manhattan, a really southern style number but with a modem flavor 
l^ crtwined—three bedrooms, 11/2 bath, and a full kitchen—like the kind you find in Forest 
|?llls in Queens. But this house would be in SoHo or the Upper East Side. Where to put it 
, On the street it would be vandalized and robbed. It is horrible how people must cage 

emselves in their homes in New York. The only real solution would be to put it on top of a 
VGry building. New York always looks so beautiful from a roof top, when the viewer is out 
P e melee and tumult. From above the city seems peaceful enough. On a rooftop he could 
,ay 0vvn some sod and have a nice yard and garden. An elevator could run directly into the 

0u^ dght into the foyer. The only problems he could foresee were the reinforcement of the 
roo below the house and the cost, but then this was a fantasy. The idea first took hold of Fustian 
a an exhibition of Mark Tansey paintings. He was with his friends Nadya Ripple and Slim 

packer—a full blooded Manhattanite Indian—and they were looking out of the gallery's 
window across the low lying buildings of SoHo. Nadya was extolling the virtues of the roof 
°P water towers and their diversity and beauty when the idea came, spontaneously sprouting 

germinating in his mind like the tissue of an unexpected pregnancy. Build a house in 
owntown Manhattan. There the idea sat, refusing to miscarry and refuting any abortive 

Measures. Ideas can be as much of a curse as a blessing. They can easily interfere with one's 

of linking process and drive some to keep diaries and journals. Fustian was well aware 
is danger but decided to indulge his mind for a while. A house would be nice. He had 

grown up in the southern suburbs and had never taken to apartments very well. He did not 
1 o the idea of trusting the vulnerability of himself and his belongings to fire to strangers living 

ln cells above, below, and all around him. 
At the old age of twenty-two Fustian had convinced himself that he was dying of old 

pgG‘. felt ancient like a sickly tree, trembling in nature's grasp, pummeled and feeling 
eceived. Fustian was convinced that growing up was a trick of sorts and he was the ultimate 
upe. The teen years are deceiving. Life does seem to reek of some variety of tropical fish oil, 
u Gne consoles oneself with the thought that 'things will be better when I'm older.' As a 
esu t, one actually enjoys these angst ridden teen years. And, of course, as one grows older 

*ngs do not automatically improve. The funny thing about happiness and suffering is that 

s rfn .one *s happy it is usually because he is not aware of his happiness, but when one is 
U erfeg he is painfully aware of the presence of Agony. 

Fustian was overcome by a constant sensation that he was not doing enough, fast 
n°ugh, well enough to be of much good. He understood the concept of pacing himself but 
e grew frustrated very easily. He was sure he was constantly wasting his time and was never 
ure if he was being productive and felt continual guilt for it. It can all be traced back to some 

^nane self-loathing. He was not very good in his own mind. That's the long and short of it 
ea y- Outwardly Fustian is an extremely nice person. But as a crazy, though enlightened 
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Charles Walker 

Oxford Law Librarian insightfully put it, "you're a very nice person and that's your 
biggest problem." For an absolute loon he is quite perceptive, and Fustian left the 
English pub where he had met the man feeling humble and exposed. He had pierced 
through all of Fustian's armor and struck a mortal blow with a casual comment uttered 
upon parting. Strangers can have the most profound effect because of their naive 
honesty. They have no intention to harm or enrage, but all the same they can press the 
most sensitive buttons, the ones that even Mother doesn't know about. Fustian is such 
a genuinely good boy because he's terrified of being bad. It's simply a reaction. His 
goodness, he feels, is rooted in the fear of being bad. But isn't everybody's? Where does 
shame come from? Fustian is convinced that the most powerful expression in human 
language is "shame on you." 

"Okay, time to move on," Fustian rose from his seat, glanced at the Asian girl 
and moved into the miasma of Picassos and Braques that preceded the Monet room. 
"Cubism was too big," thought Fustian, "There is way too much of it. So much that it 
is easily ignored. There exists a fine line between a solid body of work and beating a point 
into the ground. I want to know the difference between a style and a rut." 

Fustian filled his after dinner evening with thought. It can be dangerous to 
spend protracted amounts of time embroiled in thought. All the professionals in 
Fustian's life have a term for it—brooding. Fustian prefers to think of it as a lifestyle. He 
knows the risks. He understands the danger. He makes an informed decision. He put 
on some Bryan Ferry tunes which always made him think of yachts and the Mediterra¬ 
nean Sea and cerulean blue hues. He found a comfortable chair and an even more 
comfortable position—key for periods of prolonged thinking without any episodes of 
emotional out lashing (such displays are benefited by assuming a steady pace through 
the room keeping an eye out for various objects to hurl or smash as the mood sees fit). 
We all carry with us markings that cannot be seen but only felt in a subtle way, like an 
intuition or a slight breeze before a train arrives, a little whiff. These markings add up 
over time and accumulate to form a diagram or a blue print of who we are or who we 
think we are. Who we are right now seems to be a product of everything that has 
happened before and left a mark—all mashed up and sticky, like a pile of October leaves 
in late December. Remnants compose our past, becoming more and more liquified 
daily—decomposing and recomposing. It's all about vibrations. What you emit affects 
those around you directly and indirectly. Itgoestowardscreatingacollectiveconscious- 
ness. It is what is in the wind. And those vibrations you emit are composed by these 
invisible markings—invisible tattoos if you like. A poet friend of Fustian's, the inflatable 
Scatt Stabbs, once said that one could do anything because in the end it will all be 
destroyed, just like all those bad 70's rock-and-roll songs predicted. The Earth will die 
someday and the Mona Lisa will crumble into refined elements; therefore, anything 
goes. But what about our mind/soul or our memory, indelibly imprinted by life? Who 
is to say that when the physical body ceases to function and becomes fossilized by the 
elements and grit of the Earth that some residue of ourself does not continue the 
journey? And if a poem is written or a painting executed and it is heard or seen, does 
it not affect the listener or the viewer? does it not add another mark or tattoo? does it not 
continue with the audience and affect him or her and consequently those around him or 
her? Creation of any kind is a powerful thing that has numerous ramifications that 
sprout like tendrils in all directions. Like a ripple it shoots out, expanding and distorting 
as time passes. There must be an equation for it somewhere. Nothing ever disappears 
entirely: your grandmother's eyebrows re-appear in your children, the thoughts of the 
cavemen echo and resound in our dreams. As we all mingle and interact we affect one 
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Charles Walker 

another and transfer effects in ways that we could not even imagine. It's like a huge 
game of cosmic pool. The only thing Fustian was sure of is that it is impossible not to 
have an effect. Birth itself sets a whole slew of cosmic and karmic gears into motion. 
Before you breathe in the outside air for the first time, you've received your first mark. 
And it is only the beginning of a complex pattern. 

Fustian wondered what people's marks might look like if they could be seen. 
He thought of digesting hallucinogenics to induce the images but, like dreaming, he 
was afraid he couldn't control the outcome. "This must be what people mean when 
they talk about auras," he thought as he flipped the Roxy Music lp (though we are well 
into the compact disc age)." The aura is a vibration sent out like an emissary or search 
team, seeking new contact and interface out in the cold world. Thoughts swirled in his 
naind like tiny monuments prickling up on the horizon, breaking up a homogeneous 
plane of thought. The notes of music bled together, like water colors in the rain, into 
a single tone. It was then that the words of Kierkegaard rang in Fustian's ears: "It once 
happened that a fire broke out backstage in a theater. The comedian came out to tell 
the public, and so people thought it was joke and they applauded. He repeated his 
message, but people simply cheered all the louder. And I think this is how the world 
will perish, amidst the general cheers of fun-loving people who believe that it's all a 
joke." Fustian felt tired, polished off his gin and tonic, quelled the stereo and made his 
way to bed—alone. 

The next day Fustian rose late and made his way down to the Angelika Film 
Center on Houston and Mercer. He went to see a film by an avant-garde director from 
Spain but wound up seeing two other features in adjacent theaters. Movies cost $7.50 
a pop in New York City so he is in the habit of packing a lunch and staying for five or 
six features, sneaking discreetly from cinema to cinema. But today the third film was 
loaded with ironic overtones and general grimness. Fustian had felt like he was under 
an ironic millstone of sorts lately, and he was just beginning to emerge from beneath 
its pulverizing capacities. The film took some air out of him. He ambled out of the 
theater out onto West Houston and hung a right, heading for West Broadway to catch 
some exhibitions in SoHo. Much of Fustian's days were spent in public isolation, seeing 
thousands of people a day never really meeting anyone. New Yorkers practice an 
outward coldness that newcomers find difficult to relate to. Most New Yorkers are 
quite friendly and loquacious, only they must employ defense mechanisms to protect 
themselves and coldness to strangers is just one of them. So Fustian was pleasantly 
surprised when he struck up a conversation with a young and beautiful gallery 
assistant at the Stephen Haller Gallery—a place where the great painter Modigliani 
exhibited in the sixties. Fustian had merely commented on the beauty and subtlety of 
a particular piece in the show and that was all it took—magic! He suddenly found 
himself, after days of physical and emotional isolation, speaking with a beautiful girl 
with ldosely curled brown hair and garish lipstick. He thought she had said her name 
was Broadway, which he thought was so dear. He was so caught up in his own charm 
and fortune that he wasn't really listening to her. Her real name was **** a Welsh 
name, explaining the miscommunication. Remembering not to be cheeky. Fustian 
managed to get out of the gallery with the conversation in a positive mode, and he 
promised to return. He was flattered that she had spoken with him and was positively 
aglow. He left the gallery elated and on an adrenaline rush. It was at that very moment 
that he remembered that he had to be at a party in Chelsea that evening, so he hurried 
home to get some sleep before the gig. He dreamed lushly of young Broadway and also 
of thick, encaustic, spiritual paintings and a tale of bribery and contaminated fish. 
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At 11:30 Fustian trudged up from the 1 /9 line to street level at 23rd street. He 
found his way to the building which housed the party. A sign on the front door read: 
‘ Par*y *n 4A," and the door was propped open—not wise in New York when anyone 
might stumble in. Fustian did not really know anyone at the party and, frankly, he 
couldn't remember how he had gotten himself invited in the first place. Everybody was 
from Harvard, about sixty people. Why they were all in New York at the same time. 
Fustian could only speculate. He sat on a squishy couch, the kind that incorporates 
stiffness and soreness into your body's physical vocabulary after about fifteen minutes, 
with his 46 ounce bottle of Colt 45, procured from the bathtub. He sat beside the DJ who 
spun a steady beat for hours, making casual conversation an impossibility. So Fustian 
silently studied features and fashions of intelligent strangers, wondering how he 
wound up on this couch drinking malt liquor. He did see an old friend of his race out 
the front door and disappear down the hall followed closely by some tough looking 
heavies—Miles Calico, who Fustian thought had been killed in a bizarre trolley accident 
in San Francisco a few months earlier. Perhaps it was a ghost. But who chases after 
ghosts at a party in Chelsea? Fustian was lost in thought as he embraced his isolation 
from his fellow party fiends. Alone in this throng the booze did little to pick him up. 
It traveled straight to his bladder, passing right by the brain. 

Out of quiet desperation he turned to the girl to his right and screamed over the 
systematic pulse of the PA, "Hello, my name is Fustian and I think I'm going insane!" 
All he could be sure of was that she knew somebody was hollering something in her 
general vicinity or just breathing like a cretin into her ear. 

"Really!" she cried back, "I'm an artist too! I went to Cooper Union. My name 
is Liz." A thin hand was extended as Fustian managed to pick up most of what she 
bellowed. Fustian couldn't seem to escape from artists. They plague the world, 
conspiring to fill the planet with discontent and angst ridden fashion. They are very 
influential. The two talked fora while, alternately yelling into each other's ear, nodding 
their heads in agreement regardless if they could understand what exactly was being 
communicated. Law #1: when in doubt, nod the head in affirmation. It keeps the 
conversation flowing without aggravating anyone. And what's the point of disagree¬ 
ing if you can't hear what was said in the first place. 

Liz introduced Fustian to the theory of the Ultimate Humiliation. Fustian had 
mentioned his interest in attending graduate school because his career as a fish monger 
was not panning out as he had hoped. Liz wagged her head a little and said, "Before 
you think about grad school, you should ask yourself about the Ultimate Humiliation, 
something you would rather die than have to go through. Once you know what that 
is for you, then you can earnestly consider grad school. Until then you'd just be wasting 
time and money." Bitch, Fustian felt like slugging her as she split to go dance with a girl 
friend. But all Fustian could think of at the moment was **** and how his Ultimate 
Humiliation probably involved her in some way. She glowed in his mind as Liz and her 
talk about humiliation bled away from his consciousness. He suddenly realized how 
hungry he was and that his starvation was somehow linked to a continual ache inside 
him, in his heart. He thought about his dependence on food. If he did not eat, then he 
would go hungry and suffer and eventually die. The body and mind are built upon a 
precarious and delicate balance. As a result of this thought pattern, every time he sat 
down to eat, he became painfully aware that he was shovelling nourishment and life 
itself into his system. He felt very fat. And in line with his rebellious manner he began, 
slowly, to dislike eating, trying to put it off as his days seemed to slip into endless 
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bounding from meal to meal with intermittent sleep grabbed occasionally. With each 
dining experience, life seemed to lose its meaning just a little bit more, slipping like a 
derailed train car on a slight incline. And what's the point, he would only be hungry 
again in a few hours. He despised dependence of any kind. Dependence on food, 
drugs, women, television, religion, earth tones, brightly colored ties, whatever. It was 
getting to the point where breathing air was beginning to feel like an addiction. 
Everything seemed habit forming. Desire and pleasure went out the window—the 
equation did not allow for it. Fustian felt like a legalized junkie, a hophead hooked on 
life and being trampled by it, he wasn't even sure of what he liked or disliked anymore. 
Pleasure and pain bleed into an unrecognizable grey, undifferentiated—a formula for 
sensation that scared the hell out of Fustian. Fear. Then he thought that if you meet the 
Devil, meet him on the same level, look him square in the eye. To fear the Devil is to 
empower him. Shake his charred hand, wink, and excuse yourself, then congratulate 
yourself for embracing your dark side as well as your good side. Only you can liberate 
yourself, and it isyour fear that dooms you. It is at this moment that Fustian bolted from 
his seat as he realized the meaning behind the Zen koan that states: "If you should 
happen to meet the Buddha on the road, kill him." In a nutshell, give neither God nor 
the Devil power over your life. Value your own opinion. At the very least, it ought to 
mean something to you. The moral bullies and spiritual puritans are out for one thing, 
to validate their own beliefs by proselytizing your beliefs into submission at your 
spiritual expense. Beware of these people. They are not looking out for your benefit, 
though they7d get mighty huffy if you did confront them. They are trying to keep the 
gears and pulleys and mechanisms that drive their universe in place and running 
smoothly. Any glitch might hurl the whole system into chaos and create a bizarre 
yearning to get nostalgic—the enemy of any system, because it instantly becomes 
antiquated. Anyway, how can anyone perfect perfection? Newness terrifies people, 
no matter what they say. It creates a threat to the old bug-a-boo, the status quo. Fustian 
wondered if **** would listen to all of this or if she would condemn him to a life of 
internal ramblings and the thought of keeping journals. He really needed someone to 
talk to. Could it be her? Could he indulge in the thought of the joy he would feel 
discussing important ideas with this person, having her share her own mind, and still 
desiring her—to embrace her and mingle sensations. A childish giddiness overcame 
him, and he decided it was time to blow this hippie pop stand. And he resolved to go 
by the gallery the next day and see her again. 
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Jennifer D 'Orsi 

3:43 a.m. 

The smells of sex and cigarette smoke 
Linger on her fingers 
As absently she draws the slender lengths 
Across her face. 
Cat-like, she rises from the bed 
Where he still lies 
In the silent tumble of sheets 
Enshrouded in the fragile halo of sleep. 

Noiselessly, 
She slips through the blackness, 
Whose very essence 
Absorbs the tiny shuffle of feet on carpet. 

As blindness renders hearing more acute. 
Absence of sound 
Renders flesh more sensitive 
To the cool fluidity of the silk robe. 
Beneath her hand. 
The doorknob turns without resistance. 

Then she passes from the room. 
Moves down the hallway, into the kitchen 

Where water falls 
Clean and cold down her throat. 
Like some modest jewel found floating 
In some ordinary stream 
Is this moment 
At the window, where by the sink she stands. 
Cups the cold mug in her hands. 

And looks out. 
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Lesley Roger Williams 

Yahweh with Jade Skirt 

All right Niobe. 
Don't hide. 
I saw your eyes, 
when Artemis ate your last child. 

You were ecstatic! 
The gates unlocked and you leapt out. 
No more wounds to lick, 
no dirt smudged faces and 
Spaghetti-O stains 
to wipe off with a Kleenex and spit. 
No more toy departments at Sears. 
Girl Scout cookies suck. 

Artemis flicked her pointed tongue 

in and out of the carcass, 
sucked marrow from the delicate, white chicken bones. 
And you rejoiced, you rejoiced! 

Hey, don't expect judgment from me. 
I gave you childbirth, not this mother thing. 

That was your own doing. 
You think I would put my daughters through that kind of hell? 
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S.T. Owen 

Twister 

The night we kept slipping 
from my father's hands, the sky 
over Lexington was beautiful, 
a real shiner he'd say later. 
But we were hustled 
into the depths of the closet, 
bath-water dripped 
from our shoulders. 

Outside, the trees 
bowed, the high wires thrashed 
on their poles, 
our rocking horse broke loose 
and galloped madly 
for the clouds. 

And inside, 
like cave men we rode it out, 
squatting in scattered laundry. 
I remember the door flying open 
and my father kneeling among us. 
His breath blew hot and quick 
on our soapy backs. 
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Mark Andrew Hall 

Teething 

Crept beneath my breath. 
Come to shelve a kiss. 
His taste is a tyranny on your lip — 
Stale and weary like a forgotten sponge 
And I am willing as water. 
Once again 

My voice is empty and useless 
As winter rain, falling hollow. 
Though trying to fuse 
The root that sleeps cold. 
I cannot call you back 

As you turn away 
To leave, the way a baby 
Decides to leave the womb. 
Suddenly. 

Too gone to save, 
A eunuch lost to my wound. 
And you are healed and new. 
Growing out of this body 
And into another. 

So I watch you shed your skin. 
Change like a child before 
A parent's eye, and I can only 
Stand back and let you go 

As you cut your teeth on my spine. 
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Identity 

Your call is sweet. 
It's a siren. 
A mythic stereotype, on a rock. 
But sometimes, 
I listen. 
And desire, and strive, 
to be you. 
Loathsome you. 

Your life is easy. 
No ambiguity, someone has already defined you. 
It could be me, mine. 

Just accept the song... 
"Get off your feminist soapbox." 
Become 
sorority girl, fraternity sweetheart, mother, teacher, skirt, daughter, wife, 
property, object, thing, nothing. 

No. 
I can see the rocks before the crash. 
All you are is yellow wallpaper and Betty Ford. 

Sister Monster 
I fight you. 
Teach you, awaken you, enlighten you, 

save you from yourself. 

And if not, 
at least 
I save 
myself. 
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John Dean 

Smuggler's Haven — Chiang Mai 

Float into the blue licorice smoke 
Know the temptation of Chiang Mai 
Go into the damp warmth of the hut fire 
and half close your eyes 

Soft and deep voices rumble blurry nothing... 

And already dull head went to a place 
to meet with disarmed horror and look at it. 
Horror and shame — 
a curiosity to the mind's eye. 
Shadow puppet show 

The memory excluded the heart 
forbidden from these sacks of rice and sweet blue smoke. 

My turn... 

With a clap there was no violence 
No girl, no mother, no lover to fight — 
With a clap there was a pipe in the candle 
and comfort for a dull head on the sack of rice — 
and no pain at all... 

My turn to hide in and out of the smoke, saying nothing. 

The heart would find its way home again 
when there was no blue smoke to choke it. 
It was the heart that was so careful. 
Never curse the licorice smell; never forget this. 

It was the knees that gave way and fell 
onto the tiles and lay in a cold ache; 
missing the distance 
and cursing the awful journey to a rice sack in Chiang Mai 

Slap bitterness with sweetness, sweetness slaps back 
Firmly, with command 
in firm command. 
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The girl came back with her lover, 
the mother was again screaming painful madness 
and a body lay and shook and vomited out its soul 
with hatred and fear. 

The head hit the tiles; 
like cold long nails into the brain 
and shaking made the heart putrid once again. 

That fever never cooled and the fingers never realized 
that they could not claw into the tiles — 
even when their nails tore and bled... 

Wormy sack of rice... 
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Katy Pugh 

Thoughts upon leaving 

the County Women's Health Clinic 

With morning 

Comes a sickness. 
I think of glass test tubes 
Filled with Drosophilea flies. 
And counting eyes, red or white; 
A monk in his garden. 
Counting and crossing 
Pea pods and blossoms. 
The boxes x'ed on my calendar. 
Your thick blood was carried through 
Plumbing of fallopian tubes. 

Were your petals white? 
Were your wings shaped like arrows? 
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Matthew Roehm 

Monuments 

I spent time dancing in a mortuary 
a slow step in a pattern undefined 

dusty pirouettes 

There, stone lions rampant 
tried to tear through their rock 

and follow 

strewing pebbles behind me 

a way back 
a memory-path 
falling to sand, in time; 

and for the years 
I build castles 
from fragments of lions 
Monuments 
pieces of me 
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American Gothic; Lagrange, KY 

The endless, blood-colored clumps 
of turned earth never fail 
to yield long rows of dirt-crusted tobacco. 
When it begins to rattle its stalks, 
he rides out and blades it; 
and in all the turbulent shrouds 
of raised dust, there's just the lurch 
and grinding catch of unoiled parts. 

And while he twists the leaves 
on massive wooden stakes, 
and lifts the cords of plant 
to dingy rafters in the bam, 
you pace the house, and run 
a flinching thumb across the wrinkles 
by your eye, and listen for his tread 
to chase you to the stove. 

At night, he takes long pulls 
from glittering jugs, 
and watches his creation 
seep its moisture out; 
and when his raw knuckles later 
plow your thin strip of neck, 
the fresh gold bruises 
rise like furrows. 

At odd angles you sometimes catch 
a strange woman in the looking glass. 
She rakes her bony hands, 
like sticks together, and peeks 
around a skinny shoulder, 
buckled like scythed com, 
and you quickly check your hem 
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You die 
into bed each night 
without your book and light, 
but still those stumped fists 
haul you back, to study 
the low ceiling, fractured 
and heavy, and the ponderous tongue 

lolling hot and coarse, 

like a cow's. 
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Mehera Dennison 

mira 

My mother's bathroom 
smells of menstruation, defecation 
and cigarettes 
like the rich dark brown earth. 
Once I sat there 
and sober pierced my own ear. 
I heard it pop three times 
through the icy layers, 
brother and sister still asleep, 
mom at work. 
I sat and stared at myself, 
self-mutilation easing 
self-deprecation 
as I create myself. 
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Amy N. Cook 

Empty 

Air pressure in stomachs 
And heads 
And nothing so dense it sinks 

And pops 
A child's balloon. 
The child laughs. 

And tangy stale 
Like barbecue sauce 
When it's not quite right. 

In the heat 
With Aunt So-and-so 

Wrinkled 
In a sagging orange and green dress. 

She's missing two teeth 
And you can't bear 
To look. 
Tune 
Out. 

And you on my porch 
Flecked pale with dusk in autumn. 

Chipping white paint 
From rotten boards 
With a high-topped toe. 
Looking back. 

Waiting. 

And me 
Staring at screen checkered eyes, 
(Hazel-green like leaves 
Meandering down shallow creeks 

In September), 
And wanting to say 
I love you. 
But a chill 
Has left me 
Empty. 
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Gregory D. Carmichael 

Structure 

Given a moment 
through drisk and smog 
the sun might peer to this beaming structure 

Once festered in architects 
Now heaving from pavement. 
It stands insolent to streets and 

Lofty to the meek. 

Like a tin tree at Christmas 
Ornamented with glass 

Dangling fat Santas 
With top-heavy cigars 

And flimsy 
tight-breasted elves 

Addicted to coffee. 

Down streams the pissings 
To executive wastelands; 

The roots of the bloated and the refined. 

Amidst the sour haze of exertion 

Sat the guts of structure 
Churning and puking 
Hissing and burning 

Suspended only to 
cough and wheeze. 

Amidst grey walls bleeding 
Rust and film ceilings 
Intricate structure 

of pipe and wire 
Crafted by the tired grey masses 

with tools of creation and sustain; 

Wrenches of sweat 
greasy and numb. 
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Amidst styro and porno 
Cigarette butts 
Old dunkin' doughnuts 
Talk of Tuesday night fights 
And slander of wives 

The coffee machine pisses 
Another stale pot 
And moans like an old man, 

fevered and jaded. 
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Tea 

Tea 
flows through armor 

an old man stirs 
slowly 
(though the taste is the same) 

Ink 
stains more surely than blood 
the curves of a writer's hand 
an art in itself 

tea 
water and leaf 

the cup 
offered to a friend, or an enemy 

to be denied 
and then accepted 

to be 
unworthy, and then take the 

burden 
of another's hospitality 

the soldier 
(who has a garden 
and a son) 
drinks 

in the tranquility of ceremony 
where motion fashions order 
and every sip has a place prescribed 
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Child 

An overwhelming 
black cloud hanging heavy 
over an amusement park 
And nightmares of my father 
falling into a fire 
burning inside my open closet 
falling as i try to hold on 
with my family behind me 
And an empty afternoon house 
in which my brother throws 
ice and telephones at me 
until i trap myself in the bathroom 
back against the door 
the lock broken from pounding 
And a dark night in which 
i go to sleep in my mother's bed 
my father's picture kissed 
and slipped secretly under my pillow 
And the afternoon recess 
after the bell has rung 
still hiding in the bushes 
crying for no reason 
And weekend visits 
lying on a pullout couch 
uncomfortably thinking myself to sleep 
after my father has gone out for the night 
telling me to take care 
only to awake too early 
so my shy nine year old self can call 
trying to find out where he's stayed 
And thawing my little brother and sister 
some chocolate milk from the freezer 
left over from the lunches my father 
delivers on Sundays to those less fortunate 
And smashed baby turtles 
my brother and i scrape from the road 
and give little funerals for 
And playing naked in the rain 
in the front yard on days so prehistoric gray 
we name them dinosaur days 
and look forward to them. 
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Hancock County, Mississippi 

White sand snakes through the bayou 
leading the horse's head 
around the bending trees; 
canopy of old bearded men 
watching a breathless rider 
bursting the gloom. 

Low forest floors trampled 
under black hooves 
that beat and scatter 
the scales of the snake's back; 
sewing sand on the fern beds. 

Bobbing and ducking to escape 
the crooked canopy 
and the tangle of flowerless thistle, 
the rider freezes in time as if 
the rushing was the sound of the snake 
lunging beneath. 

Droplets of crimson stand 
like rose petals on milk 
where the brambles grabbed numb hands 

along the gauntlet. 

Sunlight breaks through in spots 
above the lathering horse's neck 
while the rider looks to the black, 
still river beyond 
with clenched teeth and hands 
full of the horse's mane. 

A quick blink of darkness 
blinds the rider 
just as the snake's head 
vanishes into the water 
and the green tunnel explodes 
with a cold, splashing leap. 
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Clinging to the undulating beast 
as they grunt and hunker low 
for the swim that ends 
with a rising head and stretching neck 
on the river's pebble strewn edge. 

Shouting out the fear and hesitation 
the horse had outrun for its master, 
the rider rises in the saddle 
at the sound of wet leather cracking, 
and black hooves pounding 
the spine of the white snake 
hidden under drapes of Spanish moss. 
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Appliances 

Third grade was brown 
like the girl scout uniform 
I wore on Wednesdays. 
I stood knee-deep in the 
Echoes of the rusty dumpster 
The Wednesday I threw out my retainer. 
Rummaging through 
Pudding lids and paper sacks. 
Garbage slick with saliva. 
Sticky with licked fingerprints. 

"We'll find it," Andy promised. 
I found my note to him: 
Do you like me Yes No Maybe. 
Nothing was checked. 
Still, together we dug. 
He sang a song 
To the crusty black banana peels. 
I wiped my hands on my badge sash. 

Sniffed, smiled, kept hope. 
We searched for the 
Pink speck of wired plastic 
Till the buses came with a hiss and a screech. 
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Mehera Dennison 

is 

more than you deserve 

like that last cigarette 
you hope will help you hold 
on to some small buzz 
like this first cigarette 
you have before you brush 
your teeth and come 
back to bed to kiss me 

the third beer 
a flashing blue light 
Saturday sleeping 

like the first freezing morning 
up too early driving you to school 
ice crystals cold too high 
against an eyeshadow blue sky 
before the sun awakes from the pines 

Sunday bars 
afternoon ocean sun 
waiting on your couch 

all of this and 
none of it 
my love 
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Drunk Off Pawley's Island, SC 

"... I have killed the fish which is my brother 

and now I must do the slave work." 
—Ernest Hemingway 

The Old Man and the Sea 

We lay face to face, flat 
against the boards, 
amid coils of thick 
rope and slimy bait 
buckets that bloat 
up rank and black 
in the heat. 

All day the boat rode 
the Gulf Stream 
sixty miles out, 
cutting narrow 
channels in the swells. 

Face to face we lay, 
so close his ragged 
scales raked my chest. 
There, in the stench 
of the scalded engine, 
his sides ran 
into pools around us, 
and our eyeballs bulged out, sweating. 
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Ice Blue Rape 

Like a salt water snake, metallically green/ 
Twining with paranoid jerks 'round a stone. 

Sapping its warmth 
And squeezing and choking and killing 

The already dead. 
He stung and groped and coiled. 

Through the icicles which 
Should have broken his hair 
And the azure that crept 
From the base of his chin 
I could see his eyes. 
Behind pool-water blue 
And the glitter, mirror image 

Of me 
There was nothing 
To see. 
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Icons 

I have an ensemble 
of things that please 
and symbolize. 

Picture a motorcycle and 
a pair of jeans, that 
blonde with an obscure 
face. 

Yeah man... 
that's what it is... 

Group of nouveau young urban professionals 
stylin' down a street, with 
a future in their arms. 

and that voice says: 
"because this is how 
real life is, and these 
are the young people of 
America" 

Try to paint me more idyllic scenes. 
They're just yuppies in jeans. 

People in the shower 
mud slingers 
the road and your car 
those shoes that you need 
(who needs to watch this shit) 
Kids drinkin' red stuff out of plastic and eating rubber turtle dinosaurs 
that doll my baby loves 
drinkin' the right beer, the light beer, the truly out of sight beer, the drink to make you 
fight beer. 

I've always wanted a plastic life 
holed up in a living room, 
with the world in a box. 

That's why I won't get cable... 
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Jude Stewart 

When I tell people my name, someone always thinks it's wrong. "It's short," I used to 
offer hopefully. Still, missing some—"Impossible to forget; it's so common—easy," I effused, 
boiling messily over. I've cleaned up now: it's Face; my name is Face. 

I once spent over a week, sleeping in the arm of a red, squeaky plastic booth of a coffee 
shop, dreaming of doughnuts and other perfectly round sugary little messes, sold for 
pennies apiece in glossy tin diners all over Oklahoma and Indiana. Mel's was in North 
Carolina—the booth filled warm and roiling with tobacco'sbreath from that place, the fields 
spread-eagled and sticky-pungent against a dark, wet, cloudy sky. Goddamn Mel (this, from 
the time when I used words like "goddamn"): her swollen dough forearms, overlaid thickly 
with bum scars; her rootlike fingers, dark like shellacked worms against the powdery white 
flour. I plied her with my cheap, clunky cigars, gliding around and upwards in my thin, 
weak leather soles, weaving lace with my young, strong toes and my sliver of a charmed fork 
tongue. Scoring as a weary traveling salesman was out, as of last week's performance for her: 
a waving of the glitter wand for slow children stupefied by tinsel. Goddamn dumb and 
begging, knitting that webby lace with my toes, chewing on that overgrown Cuban twig— 
Mel pitied me with harsh words and simpering sweet airy things, pink and grainy and 

nostalgic. 
Loaded with coffee rolls and buoyed by cottonspun charlotte ruches, I leant on the 

bumpers of trucks outside, and considered how the air here filled my lungs with that sweet, 
old poison, without so much as a Zippo light or a drag. Tomorrow, the Sheik of Araby I 
would pretend to be, to win my winsome pastry prize; this new face grew and pressed itself 
to me, and the eclairs stuffed in my pockets seemed to strain against the fabric, anticipating 

overcrowding. The abuse and the crullers sealed each Face to me. 
I didn't have long hair or anything, when the week was up, but my last cigar felt rubbery 

and chewed-out as a dog's toy, and dust clung, lost its distance. I was satisfied: twenty-one 
years old, week of my summer, returning to my mother's dark, clean porch, fading with the 
nightfall. She would unkink the young wrinkles in my forehead with her strong, patient 
fingers and speak firmly, softly, of my bath being drawn for me upstairs. I would be Face, 
again. After the bath, biscuits would throw their warm orange incense up the steps, to land 
at my footsteps and draw me back. I had missed this: now, to be twenty-one with a sweaty 
resume in one palm and the world to stomp on me. Or, to know me as Face: myself. 

I attached the perspiring resume to the proper Almighty Upper Hand, somewhere, and 

got a job I needed to take the subway to get to. 
I would buy tokens by the bushel and stuff my still-crumb-y pockets with them, jingling 

them a bit more sedately, befitting my glossed strong shoes and sober slicked-back hair. 
"Face in a tie," Mama had mused, on my first day. "Just don't forget to be five minutes early 
and leave ten minutes late—any more or less is extravagant, and'll upset your boss besides: 
fie didn't hire a martyr, after all," she continued evenly, glowing opalescent in the white 
doorframe choked with household dark behind her. I clutched my tie with both hands; on 
the subway they should know me. Face, by this badge and the sweet things I no longer 
clasped in my hands, sticky-childlike and connective. I was Face; I could always cling to that. 

I rode the subway six gadzillion times and bounced baby girls on both of my knees, 
therein, until they were old enough to grow "serious and shy," chubby fingers grabbing my 
thigh and ringlet-ed heads shielded by my knee in the cloaking dark. They both rode the 
subway with me each Saturday to ride the go-carts in the park, and to ask unanswerable 
questions about the ducks, the sky, God and fat ladies (these last, in utterly 
boomingchildsquawk voices). I seldom bought them sweet things, there; we waited for our 

return trip home to lunch. 
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The days move so quickly, I thought (as those chubby fingers in my palm grow slender, slip 
out of my grip); only the subway is constant.(—this, as the thin winter sunlight blinds me and 
makes my child's hair white and crackling with energy). I reach for a token (where the 
crumbs once were) and caress its perfect roundness. The quickness of it all matches the 

quickness of my pulse, heightening. 
The winter sun slides silkily past the horizon, dips below: softly, unexplainably, it is 

warm night and time to go on home. At the station, I ease two tokens in the turnstile notch, 
listen for the click and am comforted. We pass. Face and his children, into the warm dark of 

the underground. 

We've claimed three red plastic seats in the terminal and await the train in silence.—My 
children's sunburns startle their winter-white sensibilities with the possibility of burning, 
even in the midst of the springlike cold outside. The quiet is good for me; at my age, it is good 
to hear the tickings and whirrings of my own body and of the oncoming, whooshing train. 

Crowds murmur, occupying the watching waiting quay—if only its space. I am, with 
them, safe and warmed by the heat vents overhead and the soft whisperings around me. 

Face; waiting—waiting for the train. 
We mill and clot. Someone claps, once, and barks something: it is said to me, I know. 

When people call to me on the subway,in the street, in the glow of circling friends at hearth— 
when they call to me, "Face!" (or whatever; the syllable is unimportant when the touch is 
lacking, for me), I answer them gently and without malice: They do not burden me. 
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THE INTELLIGENT LOVE AFFAIR 

Capability "Trouser" Brown got up from his chair to answer the phone. He had been 

sitting quietly trying to forget the difference between left and right. Things seemed easier 
that way. Cape enjoyed the sensation of having one's thought escape one's consciousness 
entirely. Strictly for his own pleasure. Cape would shut his eyes and enjoy the fact that he 
couldn't remember what shirt he had put on that morning or the color of his socks. He was 
learning to let go. HE was pruning the dead branches out of his life. The only problem was 
that he was finding that he liked many of those dead branches after all. Not much was 
happening. He was trying to figure out why his father. Constable Whitney Brown, had 
named him after a 19th century English architect who existed, historically, on the cusp of 
immortality and oblivion. The best he could figure was that it had to do with the rhythm and 
meter of the name, not to mention that his father was a bit of an Anglophile. There also was 
a talented but obscure Rock-n-Roll band that went under that particular moniker. He 
remembered the ringing phone and picked up the receiver. 

"Hello, Capability Brown on this end. How the Hell are ya?" 
"Cape, you couldn't pour piss out of a boot if the instructions were written on the heel," 

the voice on the other end countered in a slight Kentucky drawl. 
"Hey, Gin, what are you talking about?" 
"We were supposed to meet for coffee, remember?" 
"Oops!" A long awkward pause followed, "Are you there right now?" 

"Uh-huh." 
"I'll be there in ten minutes." 
"Okay." 
Click. Damn, thought Cape. He had completely forgotten about his date with Gin. She 

wasn't one of those branches he was trying to prune, but she must have gotten lost in the 
shuffle. All this business about forgetting and letting go was beginning to cost, and the 
expenses were beginning to show. He accellerated to get to the coffee house a little quicker, 

closer to the one he thought he loved. 
"Hello, sorry." 
"What were you up?" 
"Nothing. Just something about left and right." 
"Oh." Awkward silence and sips of Viennese coffee. "Thank you for your letter," 

pulling out paper, trying to cover the silence, "Especially this part: 'I hope to see you Friday 
at the gig. Gin. After we can go to Kroger and shop for Ugli fruit and weird pastas, and we'll 
have a minor feast of sorts. We'll sing funny songs, and nobody will feel bad, and everything 
will shimmer slightly — a strong enough vibration to make things seem a little bit magical. 
We'll sit on the floor and laugh and roll around and eat pudding with our fingers. Hopefully 
our words won't put a frightening distance between us like this letter does for me. Once I 
seal it and post it things will be out of my control until I hear from you. Until then I have no 
idea how to feel and consequently feel very little. I feel light around you. No poetry. No 

words.'" 

"This is a little embarrassing." 
"What! You mean you didn't write this?" 
"No...I mean, yes, I wrote it but I never expected to hear those words again. Once I 

posted it I figured it was away from me forever. Sealing that envelope was like sealing a 
tomb." 

"You're such a pretentious intellectual," giggled Gin. 

"I can never pin you down. Gin..." 
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"Oh, Cape, maybe if you tried!" prodded Gin. 
"Enough double entendre. I never know how to talk to you, and I feel like a fool, like 

somebody babbling and stammering at a podium because he left his speech on the train. 
Stupid shit like that. I just don't know if I'm reaching you or not. You vex me, vex me 
terribly." 

Gin changed the subject. "How's your coffee?" 
"It's okay," shrugged Cape. 
And that's how the conversation went. In fact it was how all of their conversations 

transpired, always flirting around something serious, like the light, erotic touches of an 
experienced lover's tongue, but never fully connecting, never ploughing the field, never 
consummating. It all frustrated Cape, and it made Gin feel safe. Their relationship was a lot 
like this story, without any plot. Cape was sure that Gin liked him more when he was dating 
Jewel. She could feel safer that he was ultimately inaccessible. In all honesty, it was a pretty 
stupid way to have an affair, but it was what they were doing. Throughout time there has 
never been anything that could be qualified as an intelligent love affair. People seem 
happiest when they are doing stupid or ill-advised things. 

Cape was left alone with his thoughts. He lazily wheeled his car around this slow 
Southern town. He thought how he was so tired of the war of the sexes, and he was always 
tired of having to think in linear concepts. He then realized that he was being intellectual, 
and he was tired of that too. Sealed in his car he felt and incredible distance between himself 
and the world. He even felt it when he was next to Gin. The scary part was that he was 
beginning to enjoy the distance. He realized that all of his sacred metaphors for life were 
more of a trap than a release. But when he was with Gin he forgot all about metaphors and 

felt light as air. 
Capability had felt light before. It was several years ago when he seduced an Aboriginal 

woman. She fancied herself as a hunter-gatherer type. The first and only time they slept 
together, he fell asleep with her wrapped around his body. The air was cool and safe. Just 
before falling asleep. Cape swore he could feel his soul slide out of his mouth, as if he were 
breathing it out of his body like exhaling cigarette smoke. His soul floated over the two of 
them for a few minutes, just watching the two near lovers sleep. It wafted there for a while 
and then moved on. Cape was afraid that that was the night that he finally lost his soul. It 
had escaped from him. He had copped his final plea with the Almighty and there was no 
parole. His soul was gone. Two weeks later he had his first major anxiety attack. The panic 

attack solidified his fears, soldering them to him like welded steel. 

*** 

"Heads," the grey figure spoke and a spirit hovering next to him rose gracefully through 
the air, bom aloft into the open arms of the sky —beautiful. A new spirit materialized before 
the grey man. He flipped a coin again and announced in an unsympathetic tone, 'Tails." The 
spirit turned a putrid green and was sucked, screaming, through the woodwork of the floor 
and into the bowels of the earth — horrible. 

Capability watched this process repeat itself for about ten minutes. The figure continually 
flipped his coin as new spirits appeared before him. The results were always the same; heads 
— the ghost floated up, tails — the ghost screeched and was sucked through the floor. 

"What are you doing?" asked Cape, more nervous and perplexed than anything else. 

"Judging," flip, "Heads." The spirit began to rise. 
"Who are you judging?" asked Cape. 
"Why these souls of course, you silly goose." The grey figure pointed to the newly 

arrived spirit who looked at Cape and the figure with a confused and slightly drugged 
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expression. "Tails," he said in an uncharacteristically sympathetic tone, and the spirit sank 

away in agony. He looked back at Cape and said, "See." 
"But you're just flipping a coin!" cried Capability. 
"Can you think of a better way?" countered the apparition. 
"What about moral standards? good and evil? righteousness?" 

"Whose morals? Whose standards?" 
"I don't know, whatever somebody wants them to be I guess." 
"Not very standard is it?" said the grey man in a patronizing tone. 

"No," said a deflated Capability. 
"Listen son, this universe is really run on chance and chance alone. When chromosomes 

split and move to opposite poles, your chance of getting either set of gametes over the other 
is entirely arbitrary. It's called independent assortment, nothing disposes the outcome. It's 
really just a crap shoot and the odds really aren't too bad — fifty-fifty. Head: heaven, tails: 
hell. Nature does whatever is simplest and efficient — whatever gets the job done, you 
know. So as long as people want to be judged. I'll go on flipping this coin because it s 
and it's random, which is important. I tried to do the old 'pick one hand behind the bac 
routine but the poor souls just got confused and slowed things down. It wasn t the easiest 

way, see? Heads." 
"Wait a sec, you said that 'as long as people want to be judged,' you will go on judging 

in your systematic way?" 
"Yes. Heads." 
"You mean these souls want this? To be judged by you!" w 
"Of course, you silly old bone. They wouldn't be here if they didn t want to. 

"But you're judging them arbitrarily!" 
"Well...Tails, they didn't know what they were getting into. They should have been 

more careful." 
"But that's not fair! It's not even just! It's downright mean-spirited. , 
"Listen, bub.. .Tails... I haven't got any sympathy or any complaints, either. Now I think 

you ought to run along and rethink your metaphysics and your standards of morality. And 

maybe, depending on what you decide. I'll see you again. Heads. 
Capability woke the next morning with what felt like a hangover. He was a one in 

with this thought lodged in his aching head: Whatever you choose to believe is what will 

happen to you, it will become your reality. If you asked to be judged, then you wi ju g 
Capability decided not to force Gin's hand anymore. In fact, he wouldn t even ca er. 

Later that evening, having cleared the baggage that was his hangover. Capability met up 
with an old Parisian friend, Honoree. He hadn't seen her in several years and was excited 
to see how she had changed. They chatted a while about the relative importance of New Age 
culture in society and how Honoree would never date a drug addict. Cape jo ng y assur 
her that his heroin days were long behind him. Then Cape perked up wit a notion, a 
if there was a color, a new color, called 'thin?' It makes you look thin. You could be 2W 
Pounds but look like a lithe 103. There could be variations like 'shades of narrow, or 
'pleasantly plump hues.'The possibilities are quite infinite." c , 

"But of course the wearer would have to pay a huge price for sue a t ing. y, 
wearer loses seven years off their life," proposed Honoree. 

"You're right. There must be a penalty, but yours is a little to medieval. You know, yo 
play, you pay,' or 'you sin, you bum.' It's got to be a little more modem, w ic na u y 
entails that someone else pays the price for your actions. Say the guy next to you oses v 
years off of his life. It has quite a wonderful environmental overtone, don t you thin . 

"Or even better," Honoree said, toying to one up Cape, "*e person you are toying to 

impress with your looks is the person who loses seven years. That puts a nice vani y 
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on things and touches on hubris which adds a Greek-tragedy appeal." 
"Agreed/' awkward silence, and occasional eating. "What if," piped up Capability, 

"journalists began to arm themselves, began to stockpile ammunitions? No I'm serious, 
don't laugh! How would we know if Tom Brokaw or Maury Povich began to pack heat. I 
mean they (the media) control all the information that we (the public) are allowed to know. 
I honestly think the future world power will be the media. They will, if they haven't already, 
get officials elected that sympathize with their cause. They will devise their own philosophi¬ 
cal dogma and begin to spread it covertly, like a plague. What if these people get armed and 
organized? I ought to got out in the street shouting T-Iave you killed an anchorman today/ 
or, 'Maim a journalist!' Our fate may not be in our own hands if we allow the media to arm 
itself. It's already armed with cameras and microphones, which can be more dangerous than 
guns and bullets. We already know that they are unethical parasites. Whatever happened 

to journalistic ethics? 
”1 would like to sweep the historical slate clean and purge myself of much of the 

traditional imageiy that I grew up with and have come to associate with the word beautiful. 
I want something new. A new beauty. A new way of believing. A new way of feeling, 
thinking, perceiving. I want to be able to look at an image of Jesus and not feel alienated by 
it or feel Anglo guilt for his whiteness. Christ! Christ was black man for God's sake! I want 
to be able to look at the idea, the concept, of Jesus and say, 'that is beautiful. That moves me.' 
Until things change I, like so many of our friends, won't be able to embrace the spiritual 
quality of the 7esus Mindset7 without cynicism pouring in. It7s not Christianity that I dislike, 
it's mostly Christians. I cannot fundamentally change the ways I think, feel, and believe in 
order to buy into the Kitsch Kingdom of Christ. I won't, I can't, simply convert and suddenly 
put up paintings of glowing crosses on hillsides on my walls, or put a bumper sticker on my 
Oldsmobile that says 'I'm not lost. I'm following Jesus/ or wear blue slacks with a powder 
blue button down shirt and a navy blazer and black rubber souled shoes with white socks, 
or gel my hair back with Dippidy-Doo hair care products. I can't be that kind of warrior for 

Christ!" 
"Perhaps you're too concerned with superficialities," queried Honoree. 
"Perhaps.. .1 just feel genetically and environmentally compelled toward cynicism and, 

frankly. I'm sick of it." „ 
"Do you want to go watch Northern Exposure? It starts in twenty minutes, asked Hon¬ 

oree. 
"Yeah, I think that would be a good idea." 
So they went to Honoree's apartment and watched the program. And after a little 

conversation and uncertain caresses, they made love. 

Dedicated to anyone who has ever thought that they were in love with someone besides 

themself, and they wanted to be in love more than anything else in the World. 
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"Hanging in Despair" Elizabeth Woods 
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"Feathered Beginnings" 
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"Kelly I" Tip Gentry 
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"Al*nt Thelma" Sara Harrington 
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"The Old Windmill on Route 22" 
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"Kelly II" Tip Gentry 
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